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Fitness

Welcome to the summer edition of Fitness Voice, a newsletter by Penn Fitness for Life. In addition to discussing our
mission in visiting Spruce Christian in this issue, we also
offer some perspectives of current sporting events and summer activities for children!

Voice

Summer is in Session
By Han Shi
Do you remember your first summer camp
experience? I will definitely not forget
mine, sleeping in a bunk bed with a snoring
kid in a hot sun-dried cabin. The daily activities included archery, swimming, horseback riding, and even firing a rifle. It was
my first time away from my parents, making me truly engaged in a sort of blissful
independence. The many new friends I
made supported me while I tried things for
the first time, like talking to girls (this was
in second grade mind you). But what made
me feel the most special is having the ability to challenge myself and not be afraid of
any serious repercussions, socially or emotionally. Thus it comes at no surprise that
many psychologists now increasingly see

the mental benefits of good summer camps
for children and teenagers.
Dr. Michael Ungar, a psychology professor
at Dalhousie University, discusses how
summer camps can create powerful identities for children, allowing them to develop
their self-confidence to give them the “risk
takers advantage” [1]. He argues that this is
done by the taking away electronics like
music players and phones. There is no
comprehensive list of criteria for a great
camp, but it is crucial that kids are able to
meet and make friends with new peers.
Sources
[1] http://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/
nurturing-resilience/201202/summer-camps
-make-kids-resilient

Being a companion
How do we devote our attentions to the dozens of schoolchildren if there are only a few of us
mentors? There is no easy solution to this problem, but we can do our best by not playing
favorites. Talk to a new kid (or two) at each visit, try to learn their names, and play with
them. Don’t be shy! By engaging different children and interacting with those of varying
ages, we ensure that there will be full participation from everyone.

Quaker visits local school to promote
Fitness for Life program
By Charles Gibson, in The Daily
Pennsylvanian

The Penn Quaker marched off the
football field and into Spruce Hill
Christian School yesterday, pumping up the K-8 school’s Penn Fitness for Life mentor program.
Twice a week, about 50 students
learned about health and fitness
with Penn student volunteers before
they start their after-school activities. The volunteers teach nutrition
lessons and run activities inside the
school’s cathedral-like auditorium.
“The program’s primary focus is
exposing obesity in America because it is a serious problem,” said
College junior Aki Bajulaiye, Penn
Fitness for Life’s treasurer. A track
runner, Bajulaiye has a special investment in the world of exercise
and fitness. “We are looking for bored yesterday because it was hot. He sat
ways to expose it more throughout around and lackadaisically introduced his
schoolmates.
and around campus.”
Penn Fitness for Life, which was
founded in the fall of 2010, seeks to
show the importance of health and
fitness in addition to academics. At
the first after-school session, one
Penn Fitness for Life member lectured about fat molecules and
“triglyceride,” but realized it might
have been too complex for the students. Later sessions wound down
to simply explaining the food pyramid.

Then the Quaker arrived.
Shrieks of excitement erupted as the mascot
walked into the room. They climbed him,
pulled at his faux ponytail and grappled at his
legs.
“I can see his white neck,” pointed one of the
older kids. “He is an imposter!”

Kindergartner Julian brought his attitude to the
dodgeball game afterwards. “Who hit me, who
hit me, you hit me?” he questioned a teammate
The program also involves physical in dodgeball.
activities. Yesterday, the students
ran a relay race with hula hoops and “He is so adorable,” College junior Amanda
cone obstacles. Later, the volunteers Bader said, a sentiment felt by both students
joined in on a dodgeball game and volunteers alike. Instead of throwing balls
against students.
at the opposing team, Julian taunted the volunteers with a most intimidating display of air
Before the dodgeball game and re- punches. He lacked the reflexes to dodge the
lay race, the kids sat according to incoming balls and had to do the 10 jumping
grade, buzzing with pent-up energy jacks required to get back in the game. Unlike
after a long day of school.
his classmates who only did a few “jumping
jacks,” though, he embodied the spirit of Penn
Second-grader Jordan explained Fitness for Life by doing the full set, or at least
that the program is fun, but he was as close to it as he could keep track.

This
dedication
could
certainly
be
“I can see his white
appreciated
by
neck,” pointed one of the
juniors
older kids. “He is an im- College
Varun
Patel
and
poster!”
Dipesh Patel. Varun is Penn Fitness
- SPRUCE CHRISTIAN STUDENT
for Life’s vice
president,
and
Dipesh donated hundreds of dollars for the
group to buy equipment before they began receiving Student Activities Council funding two
months ago.
“We saw the potential in Penn Fitness for
Life,” Co-President and College junior Dan
Lewis said, explaining the reason for funding
the group out-of-pocket since it began in 2010.
The group currently has more than 70 members. “I feel like a problem like obesity [and]
fitness is something that interests most students, especially at a campus like Penn where
everyone is trying to get fit and find a way to
volunteer,” Bajulaiye said.
CHECK OUT THE ONLINE ARTICLE AND
OTHER DP ARTICLES AT http://
www. thedp.co m/inde x.php/arti cle /2012/03/
cooking_healthy_in_college

Parody of Carly Rae Jepsen’s
song, "Call Me Maybe"
By Eric Xu
I ate McDonald's at first
Soda drinks to quench my thirst
I ate so much that I burst
And now I'm out of shape
I never played sports at all
Too lazy for basketball
And now I'm so tired I'll fall
Because I'm out of shape

E NGAGEMENT :
Spotlight
On
Members

Fitness for Life came
Taught us how to play games
Healthy living's their claim
Living healthy is so easy!
Hey, I just ran laps
And I feel so great
So what's my secret?
Just healthy living!
And all these push-ups are so easy
So what's my secret?
Just healthy living!

And I feel so great
So what's my secret?
Just healthy living!
And I can dunk LeBron
It's so easy
So what's my secret?
Just healthy living!

Hey, I have abs now

Dreams of a nation
UNICEF is helping these lost
children get back
on their feet by
literally helping

gage in more supportive roles.
The Spanish defender Sergio
Ramos is a spokesperson for
active family life in encouraging
kids. He has attributed his success to how his
family has helped
“SPORT UNITES US. WE
him with growing
BELIEVE FOOTBALL
up and maturing in
professional sports.
GIVES A CHANCE FOR A

At the last FFL visit, of the
year, rising sophomore and
lead volunteer Eric Xu helped
organize a pick-up basketball
game with the children at
Spruce Christian. Though
outrebounded and outmuscled, Eric and the FFL team
played with grit against a
tough Spruce Christian team
that even featured the school
principal! Pictured here is
Eric at the Fitness for Life
Friday Night Mixer Event in
February.

By Anonymous
Many times have people have
complained that goal-line technology should be implemented
in professional soccer. My ears
are ringing from the argument
that flopping should be more
seriously punished in world tournaments. World Cup 2010 in
South Africa and now Euro 2010
in Ukraine/Poland have definitely brought these issues to the
larger global audience. But beyond the technicalities of a sport
comes the societal problems of
the host nation. Too often we
overlook the inequalities that
may exist and are instead astounded by the advertisements of
how cosmopolitan a region can
be. In Ukraine, for example,
there are more than 20,000
homeless individuals in the city
of Odessa alone; worse, a lot of
these are children wandering in
the streets of urban decay [1].
What can we do about this?

them with their BETTER LIFE TO VULfootwork. SoSports are about fun
NERABLE CHILDREN.”
cial
workers
and fans. But they
have set up - YUKIE MOKUO, UNICEF
can also serve as an
REPRESENTATIVE
programs that
outlet to promote
develop
“the
basic necessities
interest that vulnerable children
and freedoms. In watching the
show in football.” In addition,
games this summer, we should
UNICEF has set up a tournarealize that there is much more
ment (UNICEF Cup) in Ukraine
behind superstars at every comfor these kids that have generpetition. There is the heart of a
ated a lot of media attention for
people and the spirit of children.
human rights [2]. Children who
As we cheer for our favorite
got a chance to play came from
teams on TV, we should also
poor communities, orphanages,
become advocates for children
or who were displaced. Ultiacross the world who are just as
mately, the success was in the
passionate about sports as we
form of giving hope to these
are.
participants and raising awareness of their struggles.
Sources
[1]http://www.unicef.org/ceecis/
UNICEF reports that the avermedia_20116.html
age father in Ukraine interacts
with his child for only four min[2]http://www.unicef.org/
utes per day [3]. This alarming
ukraine/media_20035.html
statistic has pushed UNICEF to
call upon paternal figures to care
[3]http://www.unicef.org/ceecis/
for their children more and enmedia_20027.html

FFL Member Alex Casella in
the News!
EXCERPT FROM: “Cooking healthy in college”
written by Bridget McGeehan in the Daily Pennsylvanian
...To College sophomore Alex Casella, Penn housing does not facilitate cooking. In order to make up
for this, Casella added to her kitchen in Harrison
College House a large baker’s rack with a fold-out
cutting board and extra storage space. Despite her
addition, she wishes she had a dishwasher and a
larger sink.
“You can’t clean anything properly, especially cutting boards,” she said. “I’m not trying to get salmonella.”

C OMMENTARY :

Thinking on the
Playground?
By Pablo Sanchez

College junior Alex Zimmer, who has worked in the
kitchen of many restaurants, including Philadelphia’s Marigold Kitchen Restaurant, added that he
feels the Fresh Grocer is not the best source for
produce and ingredients on campus, although it’s
the typical Penn student’s “go-to” place.
Disappointed in the produce selection at Fresh Grocer, Zimmer often goes to Supreme Shop n Bag on

43rd and Walnut streets for his produce or to the
Saturday farmer’s market. For freshmen, Zimmer
Elementary schools should engage advised grabbing a few of the vegetables on display
more with their students in an inter- in the dining halls.

active way, using games such as
“math basketball.” We can motivate
and support children’s comprehension skills by integrating subjects
like math and language into playground activities. For example, kids
could learn about simple physics of
a football throw or the physiology of
a leg kicking a soccer ball. T he
point would not be to teach concrete
concepts, but to inspire young individuals to inquire about how things
work in the universe.

“It’s really frustrating to me,” Cassella said about
what’s available on campus. “[Fresh Grocer doesn’t] have a butcher section to speak of.”
However, when she can, Casella does try to look for
different ingredients in the Fresh Grocer. “They do
have some oddly niche items,” she added.
“Especially in their ethnic food aisle, you can find a
lot of good stuff.”
TO READ MORE, GO TO http://
www.thedp.com/index.php/article/2012/03/
cooking_healthy_in_college

